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Abstract
Aminiaturised versatile spin rotator for application in neutron interferometer experiments is
developed. The coil designwithoutmaterial in the beampath allows for amagnetic field adjustable to
an arbitrary direction perpendicular to the neutron beam. Thefield simulations show a homogeneous
field over the beam cross-section of 8mm×5mmand afield transition20mm from inside to
outside. The performance of the fabricatedminiaturised coil was quantified by carrying out the
polarimeter experiment ofDemirel et al (New J. Phys., 17:023065, 2015) regarding spin-rotation
coupling. The high efficiency spinmanipulations by the implemented rotatingmagneticfield results
in a linear dependence between the phase shift and the rotation frequency. In near future, the spin
rotatorwill be used to investigate spin-rotation coupling in a related interferometer experiment.

1. Introduction

All experiments on earth are carried out in a rotating frame of reference. Consequently, rotating systems have
been investigated both theoretically and experimentally for the last century. The coupling between a rotation

vector W

and the orbital angularmomentum


L is described by an additional interaction term~W

 
· L in the

Hamiltonian referred to as the Sagnac effect [1]. Generalising the coupling from the orbital angularmomentum
to the total angularmomentum = +

  
J L S adds theHamiltonian ĤSR of the spin-rotation coupling [2]

~ W
 ˆ · ( )H S . 1SR

In a series of articles [3, 4],Mashhoon et al proposed tomeasure the coupling of single neutrons in a neutron
interferometer experiment. Bymodifying the latest proposal [4] to a neutron polarimeter experiment, Demirel
et al [5] investigated the spin-rotation coupling using the set-up of a Ramsey interferometer [6] and a rotating
magnetic field as rotating system. The relative phase between both spin eigenstates of the rotationwas linearly
dependent on the rotation frequency in accordance with (1). The central spinmanipulating coil, henceforth
called the rotating field generator (RFG), used byDemirel et alwas 200 mm long and hadmaterial in the neutron
beam. The paper was critised because the spin evolutions can also be described by the semi-classical Bloch
equation (see (4)). To overcome this critisism, the concept of the latest proposal byMashhoon andKaiser [4] of
an interferometer experiment ismodified to the situation depicted infigure 1 and an induced phase proportional
to the rotation frequency cannot be classically described in this set-up. For this purpose, the rotating field
generator is further developed. In this paper, we present the results of this process.

In neutron optics, coils are often used to induce an interaction between theirmagnetic fields and the spin of
neutrons =S 1 2 which composes a two-level system.While neutron polarimetry [7–10] allows the
observation of the relative phase between interfering spin states, neutron interferometry [11–16] enables the
observation of relative phases in amulti-level systemof different path states. Thefield of a coil is desirably
homogeneous over the beam cross-section to produce similar spinmanipulations to all neutrons orwave
packets regardless of their passage through the field. Suddenmagnetic field transitions are indispensable for
deterministic spin evolutions and are usually guaranteed by coils withwires in the beam (e.g. [10]). Thefield
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orientationwithin such coils is perpendicular to the direction of the neutron beam and very homogeneouswhile
their outer flux is negligible. Such coil designs could also be useful for spinmanipulations on single paths of a
neutron interferometer. However, the homogeneity of the field is achievedwith coil diameters too large tofit
into a relatively small interferometer crystal composed of silicon.Moreover, the sudden field transition is
achievedwithmaterial in the beam, i.e. wires which are inevitably inhomogeneously deployed over the beam
cross-section. Thus, the phase relation to another armof an interferometer strongly depends on the position in
the beam cross-section and the contrast

=
-
+

( )C
I I

I I
, 2max min

max min

of interferogramswithmaximumandminimum intensity, is consequently reduced.
Another type of coils used in neutron optics are RF spin flippers [17–21]. They generate an oscillatingfield in

beamdirectionwith frequencies∼50kHzwith a solenoid around the axis of the beam. In particle physics, coils
are used for precisemanipulations of trajectories of charged particles with superconductors, such as in particle
accelerators [22] or in hadron cancer therapy [23].

The structure of our paper is as follows: in section 2, the theory regarding spin rotation coupling and the
concept of the polarimeter experiment are presented briefly.While the development process is described in
section 3, in section 4 the experimental performance tests are describedwhich are a repetition of the experiment
ofDemirel et al [5].

2. Theory regarding spin-rotation coupling

The polarisation vector

P is given by the expectation value of the spin operator s formulated as

c s c= á ñ
 ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ( )P t t t 3

whereχ denotes the spinor part of thewave function. In amagnetic field

B , the time derivative of the

polarisation vector is described by the Bloch equationwhich is written as



m
= ´

   
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )P

t
t P t B t

d

d

2
4

with themagneticmoment of the neutron m

.While the orientation of the polarisation vector is described by this

equation, additional dynamical and geometrical phases of spin states [24–30] are described by the Schrödinger
equation.

During the following calculus, only the features of the spin-rotation coupling essential for the design and the
experimental test of the presented coil are highlighted.More detailed accounts are found in references [31–33].
For technical reasons, with the neutrons propagating in y-direction, a rotatingmagnetic fieldwith thefield
amplitudeB0 and the angular velocityΩ ismost easily implemented as rotating around the beamdirection in the

Figure 1.Concept of an interferometer experiment testing for spin-rotation coupling. Amonochromatic beamof forward polarised
neutrons (orange arrows) is split into two arms at thefirst plate of the interferometer (IFM). A phase shifter (PS) induces a relative
phase between the armswhich interfere behind the last plate asO andH-beams (OandH). Detectors (D)measure the intensities. The
rotating field generator (RFG) inside awater cooled housing generates afield (purple arrow) = W W


( ( ) ( ))B B t tcos , 0, sin T

0 inducing
a cyclic spin rotation in path Iwhile the spin orientation is static in path II.When recombined at the last plate, the spins of both paths
are aligned parallel. A phase induced between them changes the intensities in both detectors.
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x− z-planewhich is written as

= W W


( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )B t B t tcos , 0, sin . 5T
0

The systemof a neutron in amagnetic field is described by theHamiltonian


m= -  -
 ˆ · ( )H

m
B

2
6y

2
2

with the neutron’smassm and itsmagneticmoment m

. The solution of the Pauli-Schrödinger equation is then

written as [33]

y
p

w s
a s

x= -
W

-
 

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) [ ( )] ˆ · ( ) ( )y t ky t

t
,

1

2
exp i exp i

2
exp i

2
0 7y rot

with thewave number k, the angular velocity w = Ekin dependent on the kinetic energy Ekin, the vector s


composed of the Paulimatrices, an initial spin state ξrot(0) in the frame of reference rotatingwith themagnetic
field, the vector representing the rotation axis in the co-rotating frame of reference

a aa w= = W ˆ ( ) ( )t t, , 0 , 8T
0

and the Larmor precession angular velocity

w m= - ( )B2 . 90 0

In (7), two exponentials, with a product of the angular velocityΩ andPaulimatrices in their arguments, can be
identified as spin-rotation couplings as in (1).

In the proposals for interferometric experiments byMashhoon et al [3, 4], they assume aπ-flip of the spin
orientation in both arms of an interferometer. In one arm, this is achievedwith a staticmagnetic fieldwhile in
the other arm the field is rotating. Because thefield is time-dependent, in general the kinetic energy of the
neutron is changed and the predicted intensities in theH andO-beams oscillate with the angular velocityΩ of
the rotatingmagnetic field. This proposed proceduremakes time-dependentmeasurements necessary. In a
polarimeter experiment, Demirel et al implemented cyclic spin evolutions on the Bloch sphere whichmake the
output of the spinmanipulation static. A simple condition for cylic spin evolutions for an initial state  ñ∣ y is
given by

 
a s a

a s
a

a p = - º -  =
  ( · ) ˆ · ( )nexp i

2
cos

2
i sin

2
2 , 10

with an integer n. Afixed value of n implies a lowerfield amplitude for higher rotation frequencies f=Ω/2π via
the relation



m
p

W = - W ⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥( )

∣ ∣
( )B

n

T2

2
110

2
2

1 2

and, with an additionally fixed interaction timeT, amaximum frequency fmax=n/T for cyclic evolutions. The
time evolutions carried out in the experiment with n=1 in (10) are presented infigure 2. The induced phases
can be interpreted as a combination of dynamical and geometric phases whereupon the latter are associatedwith
the solid angles enclosed by the evolution paths.

After the interaction timeT and for an initial spin state  ñ∣ y , variations of the rotation frequency will then
only change the henceforth calledMashhoon phasefMhwhich is given by the argument of the second
exponential in (7) as

f s=
W ˆ ( )T

2
. 12yMh

In this case, the states  ñ∣ y are eigenstates of the spinmanipulation. As a result, an initial spin state + ñ∣ z in the
laboratory frame of reference yields afinal spin state

x W ñ =
W

+ ñ - -
W

- ñ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠⎟∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )T

T
y

T
y,

1

2
exp i

2
exp i

2
. 13

Thereby, the inital polarisation vector in z-direction is rotated around the y-axis dependent on the rotation
frequencywritten as

W = W W


( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )P T T T, sin , 0, cos . 14T

In a neutron polarimeter, this allows an indirect observation of the phase shift due to spin-rotation coupling
which is the concept of the experiment in section 4.3.
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3.Design of the rotatingfield generator

3.1. Previous rotatingfield generators
A rotatingfield generator withoutmaterial in the beampathwas already used successfully in a polarimeter
experiment beforewith a voluminous geometry of two perpendicular split pair coils [7]. A long solenoidwas
implemented on each side of a beam free ofmaterial. In the gap in between, themagnetic field is homogeneous
like in the gap of an iron yoke. Demirel et al then used an alternative approach for a device for polarimetry with
material in the beam. For the interferometer experiment, aminiaturisation of the coil used byDemirel et alwas
realised. The interferograms had low contrast∼10%because unintended phases were induced by thematerial in
the beam. The implementation of the necessarywater cooler was also complex.

3.2. Conditions
The requirements on the rotating field generator for an interferometric experiment are:

(i) smaller diameters than the rotatingfield generator ofDemirel et al for a polarimeter,

(ii) nomaterial in the beam cross-section to avoid dephasing,

(iii) possible adjustment of the field towards an arbitrary direction perpendicular to the neutron beam tomake a
rotating field possible,

(iv) a possible water cooling system for the coil, and

(v) a sudden field transition to induce Larmor precession.

The requirment (iv) is necessary tominimise the thermal disturbance around the coil which can degrade the
neutron optical effect of the interferometer crystal.

TheMashhoon phase is proportional to the rotation frequency and the time of interaction. Asmore complex
cyclic evolution paths are necessary for higher values of n, the case of n=1 is considered fromnowon. In this
case, themaximumangular velocity fmax for cyclic evolution paths of the polarisation vector is limited
dependent on the interaction timeT via fmax T=const.With an increased length of the coil and therefore
interaction time, themaximumphase shift stays constant while the field homogeneity inside the coil is generally
increased and themaximum frequency is conveniently reduced. Neutron interferometers of scew-symmetric
design as infigure 1 providemore room than usual triple Laue interferometers formanipulators in single arms of
an interferometer. Themaximum length of 57.7 mmbetween two crystal plates of the available scew-symmetric
interferometer limits the space for thewater cooling housing. In practice, the coilmounter inside thewater
cooler is constrained to a longitudinal diameterΔy of 50 mm.Due to the dimensions of the interferometer, the
dimensions of the coilΔx andΔzmust also be short.

Empirically, at the instrument S18 at theHigh-Flux reactor inGrenoble, France, a good trade-off between
the count rate and the contrast of interferograms is achievedwith an aperture of 5 mm×5 mm in front of the
interferometer. As each plate of the interferometer horizontally widens the beamby the plate diameter of 3 mm,
the rotatingfield generator is placedwhere the beam cross-section is smallest. The inhomogeneities of the field

Figure 2.The unit sphere with the coordinates of the polar angleϑ and the azimuthal anglej of polarisation vectors
c s c= á ñ

 ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( )P t t t with the spinor state c J Jñ = ñ + ñj∣ ( )∣ ( )∣cos 2 e sin 2i in the z-eigenbasis. The coloured linesmark the
evolution paths carried out in the experiment of section 4.3 in the laboratory frame of reference in the case of n=1 in (10)with the
frequencies specified in the legend. The evolution paths follow the description of (4). The initial polarisation vectors are all oriented in
y-direction and the initialmagneticfield is oriented in x-direction. Initially, all polarisation vectors are changed towards the same
direction.With time, the field directions and the resulting spinmanipulations diverge for different rotation frequencies. The higher
the frequency, the smaller become the distance covered on the unit sphere and the solid angle enclosed by the evolution paths.
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over the beam cross-section are thereby reduced. This is the case in path I of the interferometer in front of the
respective reflecting plate (seefigure 1)where the beam cross-section is 8 mm×5 mm.On this cross-section,
the coilmust not havematerial and the homogeneity of themagnetic fieldmust be high. To avoid depolarisation,
amagnetic guide fieldwill be applied in the interferometer region, which is not depicted in the experimental
concept offigure 1. The guide fieldmust be locally compensated inside the rotating field generator. For a 2π
Larmor precession in the static case ofΩ=0 andwith ^

 
B S , the condition D »∣ ∣B y 500 G mm0 must be

fulfilledwhich is equivalent to a field strength of 10 Gon the estimated length of 50 mm.This field amplitude
must be obtained for a reasonable current∼1 A. The necessaryfield amplitudes for cyclic evolutions with higher
frequencies are achievedwith lower currents (see (11)). To generate the rotatingmagnetic field, two
independently operable windingswith fields perpendicular to each other and to the beammust be implemented.
In addition, corresponding to themagnetic field of (5), sinusoidal currents with a phase shift of 90°must be
employed.

3.3. Field simulations
As themost easily realised geometrywith a free beampath, a pair of coils inmodifiedHelmholtz geometry above
and below the beamwas simulated first. It can be considered as a kind of split pair coil in the limit of each
solenoids heigth reduced to aminimum. The geometry finally used as rotating field generator is shown in
figure 3. Its winding is similar to a static spin rotator stretched in longitudinal length. The only difference are the
free windows for the neutron beamwhere the coil is wound above and below the beam like in aHelmholtz coil
(compare the fabricated coil infigure 6(b)).

Different geometries of windingswere designed and their fields simulatedwith afinite element analysis
software. Because both perpendicular windings have the same geometry, any superposition of theirfields can be
equivalently described as generatedwith onewindingwith an according orientation. Thus, simulating both
windings is not necessary. In the centre of thewinding, the field is orientedwith a symmetry axis of thewinding
we define as z-axis. The beamdirectionwas already set as y-axis. The remaining x-axis is chosen to compose a
right-handed systemwith the other axes. To obtain the qualitative field characteristics, eachwindingwas
assumed to be composed of a reasonable number of turnswith a current of 1 A. For a good approximation of the
magnetic fields, also the boundary conditions were considered. The boundary surfaces  of the volumewherein
the simulation takes place are assumed to bemagnetic insulators which force the relation =

   ( ) · ( )n r B r0 with
normal vector to some boundary surface

 ( )n r to uphold for all position vectors Î

r .With the distinguished

direction of the beam, the simulation volume is chosen cylindrically. Therefore, the fields in the vicinity of the
coil, positioned in the centre of the volume, are influenced by the longitudinal length l and the radius r of the
cylinder and convergewith increasing dimensions. The simulation volumewas fixedwhen increases in
diameters onlymarginally changed the results of the fields in the coil at l=200 mmand r=80 mm (see figure 3
again). At this point, convergence was reached in terms of these qualitative purposes.

The simulated field of themodifiedHelmholtz coil has pronounced inhomogeneities infield direction and
amplitude over the beam cross-section (not shown). Theminimised heigth of the solenoids, necessary to reduce
the diameters for an interferometer experiment, reduces the field homogeneity. Thefield transition on the
centre axis is about 20 mm long. In the installation process in a polarimeter, themodifiedHelmholtz coil could
not be aligned properly with the guide field and its test was unsuccessful.

Figure 3.The simulated geometry of the conductingmaterial of onewinding (blue) of the rotatingfield generator in the volume (grey)
in which thefields were simulated. Depicted to the right is amagnification of the rotatingfield generator. The four lines through the
coil are along paths parallel to the centre axis. Theywere used to calculate themagnetic fields on themdepicted infigure 5.
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The simulatedmagnetic field of the rotating field generator in the centre x-z-plane is depicted infigure 4(a)
and the simulated field in the centre y− z-plane is depicted infigure 4(b). Both fields are homogeneous infield
direction andmagnitude near the centre andmore diverged close to thewinding. Thefield along the centre axis,
presented infigure 5(a), is purely oriented in z-directionwith amaximumamplitude ofmore than 10.5 Gwhich
is of the order of the amplitude specified as necessary for spinmanipulations of 10 G. In front and behind the
coil, an opposingfield of 0.5 G emerges. The transition length, defined as distance betweenminimumand
maximum, can be estimated to about 20 mm. For afirst assessment of the suddenness caused by thisfield
transition length, the lengthmust be comparedwith the Larmor precession length of the order of 100 mm in
typical guide field strengths and for the typically used thermal neutrons withλ∼2Å. The simulated transition
lengths are less than one order ofmagnitude shorter and therefore not sufficiently short for a sudden field
transition.However, in fact it turned out that the field transition of the rotating field generator was sufficiently
short for inducing the linear phase shift in the experiment expected from the calculation (see section 4.3). The

Figure 4.The simulatedmagneticfield in the (a) centre x− z-plane and (b) centre y− z-plane of the coil. The dashed linesmark the
beginning and the end of thewinding.

Figure 5.The simulatedmagneticfield strengths on different paths on the beam cross-section parallel to the centre axis of the coil
specified graphically besides the lettering (compare figure 3). Transitions on the (a) centre, (b) lower, (c) right, and (d) lower right
paths of the expected neutron beam. The dashed linesmark the beginning and the end of thewinding as infigure 4(b).
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difference to the inadequate coil withmodifiedHelmholtz geometry does not lie in the adiabaticity but in the
field homogeneity. This is a consequence of thewires on different heights relative to the beamwhich cancel out
each other’smagnetic flux in x-direction and result in aflux tubewith z-orientation.

On beampaths other than the centre axis, otherfield directions are present. For the three extreme lower,
right and lower right transitions of the beam at positions Î( ) {(x z, 0 mm,−2.5 mm), (4 mm, 0 mm), (4 mm,
−2.5 mm)} shifted to the centre axis, thefields are presented infigures 5(b)–(d). On these beampaths the largest
magnetic field deviations from the centre beampath are present. Due to symmetry, the fields on the presented
four beampaths suffice to assess thefield homogeneity over thewhole beam cross-section. At themiddle lower
point (b) of the beam, afield in y-directionwith amaximumamplitude of 3.5 G occurs at the transitions. The z-
field is slightly reduced. At themiddle right point (c), the z-field deviates from the field in the centre by a 10%
increase ofmaximumfield strength. At the corner point (d), y-fields of 4.5 G occur at both transitionswith
opposing signs and an x-field around 2 G is present inside the coil. The respective opposingfield outside the coil
is 1 G. If we consider small or cyclic spinmanipulations inside the rotating field generator, the opposing y-fields
at the transitions cancel each other tofirst order. The constant x-field has the same sign on diagonals of the cross-
section only and cannot be used to homogeneously strengthen the perpendicular field of the otherwinding. As
thismost problematic constant x-field occurs at the diagonals, a circular/elliptical aperture could increase the
field homogeneity. However, no serious problemswith the rectangular aperture occured in the experimental
tests.

3.4. Fabrication
The coilmount (see figure 6(a) for exact dimensions)was constructed and 3D-printed.With a length of
approximately 50 mm, the coil is short enough tofit in various silicon perfect crystal interferometers [34]. Two
solenoidswith perpendicular orientations arewound on themountwith 24 turns in two layers each (see
figure 6(b)). Theirfields can be superposed to an arbitrary direction perpendicular to the beam. Thewires are at
both endswound around thewindow. In between, grooves hold thewires parallel to the beam. Awater cooling
system for application in neutron interferometry was constructedwhere the entire coil is put in awaterfilled
box. The beam can pass the coil without interactingwith anywater ormaterial of the coil.

4. Performance test in a neutron polarimeter experiment

4.1. Set-up
The polarimeter experiment was carried out at the TRIGAMark II reactor of the TUWien, Vienna, with a
thermal power of 250 kW.A graphitemonochromator selects neutronswith awavelength of 1.7Å. The
downstream set-up is depicted in figure 7. TwoCoTimultilayer supermirror arrays, fromnowon called
supermirrors, are used as polariser and analyser. Out of an unpolarised beam, each supermirror produces a
neutron beamwith an approximate degree of polarisation of 92%. Both polariser and analyser are oriented in z-
directionwhich is therefore the quantisation axis. This is the basis of all considerations regarding our coordinate
system. Between the supermirrors, a guide field in z-direction is producedwith a pair of coils inmodified
Helmholtz geometry. A 3He counter tube detects the neutrons reflected by the analyser. In the guide field, two
direct current auxiliary coils (DC1 andDC2) and the rotating field generator are installed. An aperture in front of
the rotatingfield generator trims the neutron beam to the cross-section of 5 mm×8 mmwhichwe plan to use

Figure 6. (a) Specific diameters of the coilmount inmillimetres ( mm) and (b) a photo of the coil wound on themountwith two
separate windings with perpendicular orientation and anUSB stick for comparision. Thewires are at both endswound around the
window for the neutron beam. In between, the grooves hold thewires parallel to the beam.
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in the coming neutron interferometer experiment. In this set-up,DC1 determines the spin orientationwhich
enters the rotatingfield generator whileDC2 determines the analysed spin orientation.

4.2. Stationary field
In the experimental procedures described in this section, all spinmanipulations, specifically with the rotating
field generator, are generatedwith static fields (Ω=0). All three coils have two independent windings which
generate fields in x and z-direction. For spinmanipulations with either of them, the guide field is locally
compensatedwith the z-coil and an effective x-field is implemented. Scanning the current for the x-field
produces intensitymodulations henceforth called polarogramswhich represent the change of the polarisation
vector. First, only a single coil inside the guide field is in operation at a time. A polarogramproduced by scanning
the x-field of the rotating field generator is depicted infigure 8. It is symmetric with amaximumcount rate of
more than 2000 neutrons per 30 swhich is sufficiently high to guarantee the qualtity of themeasurements. For
sinusoidal intensity changes dependent on the x-current Ix, afit function w= + + F( ) ( )g I A A Isinx x0 fit was
chosen, with offsetA0, amplitudeA, the angular velocity of the fit functionωfit, and the phaseΦ. The current for
theπ-flip of the polarisation vector is about 750 mA. The depicted polarogramhas amaximum contrast
C=77% inside a guide field of 9 Gwhile the contrast is reducedwith other guide field strengths. The guide field
wasfixed at 9 G for all successivemeasurements. In this guide field, the polarograms of either auxiliary coil have
a contrast of about 86%.

Fromhere on,multiple coils are operated in combination in the guide field. To get an estimation of the
effective length of the rotating field generator, DC1 andDC2 are positionedwith a distance of a 4π Larmor
precession between them. Inducing a rotation byπ/2withDC1 and scanning the x-current ofDC2, the
polarograms have a contrast of 79%.When positioning the rotating field generator in betweenwith a distance of

Figure 7.The set-up of thefinalmeasurements downstream themonochromator: incoming neutron beam, polariser (P), analyser (A),
the detector (D), the coils of the guide field (GF) inmodifiedHelmholtz configuration, the direct current auxiliary coils (DC1 and
DC2), the rotatingfield generator (RFG). Effective localmagneticfields and the orientation of the polarisation vector at specific
positions are pictured as purple and orange arrows respectively. Neutronswith awavelength of 1.7 Å propagate to the polarising
supermirror. It reflects only neutronswith up-spin state which enter the region of the guide field. Neutronswith down-spins are
transmitted by the supermirrors (dashed beams) and absorbed. DC1 is removed in this final step and only used for the adjustment
procedure. The neutrons interact with the rotating field of the rotating field generator and the staticfield ofDC2. The distance a

between rotatingfield generator andDC2 produces a p+( )2 1

2
Larmor precession between them. Those neutronswith up-spins at

the analysing supermirror are reflected towards the detector.

Figure 8. Intensity dependent on the current for the x-field and a respective rotation of the spin orientation in the rotating field
generator in the static caseΩ=0while the guide field of 9 G is compensated. Themost important fit parameters of the sinusoidalfit
(red graph) are stated in the text box.
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a 2π Larmor precession toDC1,DC2 is displaced 40 mm to adjust the distance to a 2π Larmor precession
between it and the rotating field generator. This effective length of the rotating field generator leff

meas is important
to assess the time of interactionwith the field of the rotating field generator. The absolute error is estimated as
1 mmwhich is equivalent to a relative error of 2.5%.With the described distances and rotation angles ofπ/2
withDC1 andπwith static fields of the rotating field generator, polarogramswere recorded by scanning the x-
current ofDC2 (see figure 9). Theπ-flip of the rotatingfield generator was inducedwith three different
orientations of the staticfield, namely a+z-field parallel to the guide field, a-z-field antiparallel to the guide
field, and an x-field. Themaximumcontrast of 80% is reachedwith the+z-field, while both-z and x-field
result in a contrast of 76%. Thefield changes at the transitions to the amplified guidefield areminimal compared
to the changes of field directions for-z and x-fieldwhich results in a higher efficiency of the spinmanipulation
and a higher contrast when applying a+z-field.

4.3. Rotatingfield
Fromhere on, the rotating field generator is suppliedwith alternating currents which have the same amplitude
and are phase shifted by 90°. As themaximum frequency for cyclic evolutions, according to (11), calculates to
fmax∼58 kHz in the case n=1 andwith the estimated length of the coil of 40 mm, frequencies from0 kHz to
40 kHzwere used.Higher frequencies with their reduced spin rotations (see figure 2)make the following
adjustmentsmore difficult: to realise the cyclic paths for afixed rotation frequency, a+y-polarisation vector is
prepared byDC1 and then propagates further to the rotating field generator. DC2 rotates the polarisation vector
byπ/2 around the x-axis.With this combination of spinmanipulations, the intensity isminimum.Generating a
rotatingmagnetic field inside the rotating field generator, the sameminimum intensity is producedwith a
specific amplitude for each frequency of the rotatingfield (see (11)). A rotatingmagnetic fieldwith this
amplitude realises a cyclic spin evolution depicted infigure 2. In this case, the spin states entering and leaving the
rotatingfield generator can only differ in their phases.With the adjustment of the amplitude, the cyclic spin
evolution of  ñ∣ y -eigenstates are similar but inversions through the origin. Fixing the non-zerofield amplitude
for theminimumof the count rates and recording polarograms by scanning the x-current ofDC2 produced
similar contrasts∼75% for each frequency from10 kHz to 40 kHz.

By removingDC1 from the polarimetric set-up, as depicted infigure 7, a+z-polarisation vector is produced
as input for the rotating field generator. The corresponding spin state + ñ∣ z can bewritten as equally weighted
superposition of  ñ∣ y -eigenstates. A relative phase gained inside the rotating field generator between the
eigenstates  ñ∣ y rotates the resulting polarisation vector in the x− z-plane (see (14)).WhenDC2 is displaced to a

position of a p( )2 1

2
Larmor precession from the rotating field generator, the polarisation vector of the input

forDC2 lies in the y− z-plane and is rotated dependent on the value of the induced relative phase. Scanning the
x-current ofDC2, the phase information is accessible via polarograms. For higher statistical confidence, ten
polarogramswere recorded for each rotation frequency. Typical examples for each frequencywith different
phases are presented infigures 10(a)–(e). The average contrasts for each frequency are plotted infigure 10(f).
Although there seems to be a systematic oscillation of the contrast in thefinalmeasurements (figure 10(f)), the
distance ofDC2 is adjusted accurately. If DC2wasmisplaced, the contrast would oscillate with amaximumat
theflip frequencywith a phase shift of 180° at about 25 kHz (compare final results offigure 11). The required
non-adiabiatic field transition ismore difficult to establishwith a rotatingfield. In the static case, only the field

Figure 9.Polarograms recorded by rotating the polarisation vector byπ/2withDC1, aπ rotation induced by different staticfields of
the rotatingfield generator and scanning the x-current ofDC2. The staticfields of the rotatingfield generator are (a) a+z-field parallel
to the guide field, (b) a-z-field antiparallel to the guide field, and (c) an x-field. Each field rotates the same initial polarisation vector
Pi into the same final polarisation vector


Pf . Themost important fit results are stated in the text boxes.
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strength is changed at the transitions while for genuine rotations also the field direction is constantly changing
during the transitions. Therefore, a constant was fitted to the contrasts from10 kHz to 40 kHz infigure 10(f).

The average phase of the polarograms recordedwith the static fieldΩ=0was used as a reference for the
induced phase shift. Finally, the average phases relative to this reference are plotted in figure 11. As a linear phase
shift is expected from (12), a linear fitmodel dependent on the frequency f of the form

fD = + ¢( ) ( )f a b f 15Mh

was applied. The resultingfit parameters are

= -  ¢ =  -( ) ( ) ( )a b0.3 6 , and 6.94 5 kHz . 161

The result for a is in accordance with the reference of the average phase forΩ=0. The slope ¢b is the phase
difference between y-eigenstates. For an estimation of the slope b of the phase gained by a single y-eigenstate, the
slope ¢b is divided by 2 to

=  -( ) ( )b 3.47 2 kHz . 171

For neutronswith awavelength of 1.7Å, this value is theoretically achievedwith an effective field length
=l 45 mmeff

theo , a difference to themeasured value of =l 40 mmeff
meas

five times the estimated error of 1 mm.

Figure 10. (a)–(e)Polarograms observed for rotation frequencies ranging from0 kHz to 40 kHz. The phases, stated in the text boxes,
increase with higher frequency. (f)Average contrast of the set of ten polarograms dependent on the rotation frequency.

Figure 11.The average phase shifts of polarograms dependent on the frequencywith linear regressionmodel of (15) and
corresponding fit results.
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5.Discussion

The effective length of the coil can bemeasured via two different approaches: the displacement ofDC2 from
section 4.2 and the slope of the linearfit to the phase.While the former relies on a difference in the Larmor
precession, the latter relies on the induced phase shifts. Regarding the Larmor precession, when compensating
the guidefield in the rotating field generator, a small but finitefield on the outside of the coil strengthens the
guidefield and reduces the distance for a 2π Larmor precession. By thismechanism, the effective length of the
coil is underestimated. On the other hand, at the field transitions of the rotating field generator only an
insignificantfield is present where both Larmor precession as well as spin-rotation coupling are negligable. This
is amechanismbywhich the displacement ofDC2 is longer than the diameter where spin-rotation coupling is
induced.

Themagnetic properties of the coil could also be used for other neutron interferometer experiments. The
present designwas not quantitatively optimised.However, possible improvements at the required conditions
are expected to bemarginal while generatingmore complex geometries of the coilmount. Thefield
homogeneity could be increased by relatively reducing the beam cross-section compared to the coil in
transversal direction in cases of less tight restrictions on this diameters or if less count rate is acceptable. Another
option is to use a circular/ellipsoidal aperture. Further reductions of the longitudinal diameter are expected to
oppress the non-adiabatic property of the field transition.Moreover, the coil geometry can bemodified for any
other application sensitive tomaterial with similarly strong conditions on themagnetic field and the diameters.

6. Conclusion

A rotatingfield generator is designed for an interferometer experiment. Itsmagnetic field is simulated, an
according coilmount aswell as awater cooler are fabricated and the device is successfully tested in a polarimeter
experiment. Thefield simulations show a sufficientfield homogeneity. Although thefield transition is initially
indicated as too long, the experimental results accord qualitatively with the assumption of a sudden field
transition. The presented rotating field generator is suited for the proposed experiment byMashhoon et al [4]
investigating spin-rotation coupling in neutron interferometry.
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